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A learning machine, one that benefits from its past experience

was devised in computer program form. It may be described as a

Piecewise-Linear, layer, learning machine, Efforts were made to

ascertain the major parameters, properties, requirements and so on,
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We denote "training" as that phase during which one attempts to

develop the machine's ability to differentiate between various



examples of pattern categories by some means of an interative error

correction procedure; and the "decision" or "extrapolation" phase

as that during which unknown, uncategorized patterns are presented to

the machine for judgement.
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INTRODUCTION

Data classification whether in the social sciences such as

behavioral psychology or the physical sciences as in astronomy, is by

no means a new activity. Historically, various statistical methods

have been the primary mode of analysis. In the past fifteen years

however, the evolution of large and extremely fast electronic

computers has not only facilitated expansion of traditional method-

ology but also has countenanced research in new and growing fields

such as that of "learning machines".

At this time, many of the pre-computer period methods have been

transposed onto the computer and now perform automatically what was

once a manual process. It is believed, however, that the scope of

emperical results and theory of learning machines and pattern recogni-

tion machines is continually developing and not yet generally appre-

ciated by all who could take advantage of the new methodology.

The project described herein, deals with relatively new learning

machine describable as a "Layered Piecewise-Linear Learning Machine."

Its activities are detailed below. Briefly, this impressively desig-

nated device exists in computer program form, is a member of a subclass

of learning machine, namely those which can be trained to recognize

patterns and hence may be used to automatically classify them accord-

ingly. The device effects the use of linear discriminant functions for

pattern differentiation. Because more than one, but in this project

less than ten, such functions were used, an overall non-linear though

piecewise linear process is achieved. The author first encountered
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the concept of layered learning machines in the form of Rosenblatt's

"perceptron" which is discussed below. These various components,

then resulted in the lengthy machine designation. Efforts were made

to ascertain the major parameters governing the behavior of the

machine. That is, capabilities, requirements for operation, draw-

backs and so on. These observations of the machine's idiosyncracies

were the result in the development of an effective training procedure

and hence a reasonably accurate idea as to what the pattern classi-

fication capabilities of such a machine might be.

Here in, we shall denote "training" as that phase during which

one attempts to develop, in the various recognition components of the

machine, the ability to differentiate between pattern categories.

This is accomplished by the use of sample patterns from various

categories and some type of iterative error correction procedure

which is repeated until a "correctness criterion" is met. The

"decision" or "extrapolation" phase is that, during which the training

information is used to adjudge the category of various "unknown"

patterns that are presented to the machine.

Although various theorems have been discovered that show

convergence of the training procedure to a perfect categorization

capability for both preceptrons and linear devices, their restricted

nature still leaves training, efficiency, and accurate extrapolation

as the major problems.

The author first became acquainted with the "preceptron" (1)

during artificial intelligence course work. It is of course, a well
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known example of a trainable pattern classification device. An aspect

which influenced the design of the project device was the use of

multilayer topology to increase the training efficiency, that is,

adaptability (of the perceptron) and that striking improvements were

found in sensitivity and the ability to generalize, that is, respond

correctly to patterns not included in the training phase (2). Thus,

the use of layers as a correctness reinforcing or sensitivity

increasing method became of considerable interest. Next, the use of

linear discriminant functions in pattern discrimination was also

thoroughly described in artificial intelligence course work. It seems

clear, but will be shown, that the use of a single linear discriminant

function is inadequate for pattern discrimination when pattern distri-

butions are not linearly separable therefore, we use several such

functions to construct piecewise linear hyperplanes and extend our

separation ability to non-linear distributions.

The resulting method has not been fully discussed in the liter-

ature, in fact, it's capabilities and the most efficient training

algorithms to realize them are still under investigation.
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CHAPTER II

Perceptron Considerations

We will now briefly indicate what the structure of the percep-

tron and piecewise-linear machine are. In figure 1 we illustrate a

three-layer, cross coupled system, note that all A-units are at least

the same distance from the sensory S-units. In figure 2, we have a

four-layer, series-coupled system; any perceptron with additional

layers between S and R-units is called a multi-layer system. An

S-unit is defined to be any transducer responding to physical energy

by emitting a signal which is some function of the input energy. An

A-unit is a signal generating unit, typically a logical decision

unit, having input and output connections. It responds to the

sequence of previous signals by emitting a signal, for example, if

some threshold is attained in the algebraic sum of its input signals.

An R-unit is a response or output unit generating a signal which is

transmitted outside the network. Its output, for example, may be

positive or negative if the sum of its input signals are strictly

positive or negative, respectively, Should the sum of its inputs be

zero, the output may be considered to be zero or indeterminate. (3)

Rosenblatt indicates that, "...three-layer, series coupled perceptrons

are capable of learning any type of classification" and that a multi-

layer topology offers advantages not in new responses but in effi-

ciency, adaptability, generalizing ability and sensitivity to differ-

ences between highly similar stimuli. (4) Now, if patterns are
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presented in a certain sequence, after an appropriate number of

repetitions, layer A II will produce the same output patterns in the

same class and different outputs for patterns of other classes. This

process is completely described in his Principles of Neurodynamics.

This is not to say that the perceptron is a paradigm for all.

Shimura and Tanaka (5), for example, introduce a layer coupling

modification and negative stimulus to quicken and improve responses

to a changing input signal environment by attenuating layer coupling

signals and making layers "forget" more quickly.

The layered project machine is of a rather different compo-

sition. Each functional unit performs a series of iterative identi-

fication and correction calculations using one training data set

instead of a repetitive sequence. The status of the component

descriminators is dynamic only during the training phases and remains

fixed thereafter; the components do operate in concert, however, and

threshold logic is used in "vote taking" and decision making. It was

hoped that advantageous layering results could be achieved with the

current machine design and effective training algorithms and layer

coupling techniques would greatly aid this end. The following

chapters detail various properties of the component discriminators,

the layered machine as a whole, and the sequence of experiments that

were carried out to study them.
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CHAPTER III

A Pattern Classifier and
the Linear Discrimination Function

Our discussion here will introduce the discriminant function

of the machine. After Nilson (6) we shall defined data that is

classified as a set of d real numbers: X1, X2,....Xd to be a pattern

andeachindividualX.to be a component. The pattern can be viewed

either as the coordinates of a point in a p-dimensional Euclidian

"measurement space" or as a p-dimensional pattern vector, Y.

Our method of assigning some pattern, 7, to a category involves

the calculation of a linear discriminant function. Although the

general form is unspecified, it was decided that the following be

used.

g(7) = W1X1 + W2X2 + ....+ WdXd =

Where W is a d-dimensional weight vector that must be appropriately

determined. To allow the categorization to be made on the basis of

a "greater than zero" or "less than zero" question, the equation is

modified by considering the functional value as a component of the

now d+1 dimensional weight vector and by introducing a Xd
+l

pattern vector component which is defined to be equal to unity. Then

one obtains a hyperplane decision surface of the form:

f(X)
W1X1 W2X2

+W
d
X
d
+W

d+1
X
d+1

=0

In practice, one such equations is associated with each category or
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mode. That is, there are several weight vectors to be determined.

Each section of the computer program that calculates such functional

values for training or classification decisions is an independent

"linear machine" and a component pattern classifier of an overall

piecewise-linear machine.

It was further decided that classification experiments would be

done in terms of two categories, for even multi-class situations

could be sequentially reduced by the following simple method: "is

pattern Xi a member of class C. or not?" (The accuracy of the solution

depending on the ability of the P.W.L. machine to differentiate

between the class memberships) In this manner albeit, by repeated

use of the two class machine, a multiclass problem could be solved.

Theexaminationcontinuesuntilallmembersofve been

identified and removed from further consideration. The process is

repeated for all categories. This was no project handicap, however,

for test data, real or personally devised was of a two category

nature.

For each component classifier, we have, then, the two discrim-

inant functions for our two category system which utilize augmented

weight and pattern vectors:

Decide TCE C. if (-S1 + S2)<O, Xs C+ otherwise.

Where

Si = f.(X) = W. X + W. X +...+W. X
1 1 12 2 id+1 d+1

i = 1,2 for two categories
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Each classifier is capable of implementing a hyperplane, linear,

decision surface.

We now obtain the piecewise-linear capability by using more

than one component pattern classifier. Although separately each is

linear, when used in concert, each classifier rendering a judgement

as to the category of some candidate pattern, and the final decision

being made, for example, with a "majority vote" method, the resulting

decision surface is piecewise-linear.

In this manner, this project avoided one of the limitations of

linear machines. It may be readily seen in figure 4 that if pattern

distributions occupy regions that are not convex or not simply

connected, linear discriminations will not provide adequate discrim-

ination between classes. Also figure 4 , we suggest an example of a

P.W.L. decision surface generated by use of three component classi-

fiers. And in figure 5 we illustrate a decision surface implemented

by the project learning machine.

The classification problem is then to develop the set of discri-

minant functions, in each component classifier, that describe d+1

dimensional hyperplane which segregates the members of one category

from those of the other. The interative training process chosen in

this project adjusts the individual weight vector components until

the patterns of the provided training sample are correctly classified

or an interation limit is exceded. The generalized correction is of

the form: 2: c
1
3:
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Where "C" is a positive correction increment. Several rules exist

for choosing C. Duda and Fossum (7), for example, suggest changing

the values of C regularly over the range O<C min. < C< C max, after

each presentation of a block of N training samples. Here it is used

primarily to damp oscillations of the weight vector and is not taken

as a variable parameter of the training rule. That is, C is used as

a counter.

As an example, suppose that some training vector, Xi, of

category 1 is misclassified as belonging to category 2. To apply the

rule,weaddY.1 toW.1 and subtract it from W
2"

A sequence after

several operations might be:

W = W1 + X. + 1/2 Xi + 1 /37.

W
2
= W

2
-Xi -Xi - etc.

If vectors from both categories were alternately misclassified the

sequence would be:

W
1

W + X. - 1/2Y. + 1/2T. - 1/3T.

W
2
= W

2 1
- X. + X. - 1/2T. + 1/27.j 1

and so on

with the values of C
1,

C
2
being incremented to keep growth bonded

and damp oscillations.

The central problem of weight vector determination is, that

they must be determined from a finite subset of sample patterns, the

training patterns, by the iterative adjustments just described. If
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the distribution of these samples is nonlinear, the two-discriminant

function components of this project are unable to achieve an optimal

decision surface. This problem is discussed below.

Organization of the Pattern Classifier

In figure 6 , we see the relative positions of the classifi-

cation components and the overall structure of the layered p.w.l

machine.

FIGURE 6

The basic training procedure for the first layer was to present

each discriminator with a subset of the training patterns and allow

each to iteratively determine appropriate pattern weight vectors.

Secondary training methods of two types were also investigated.

One passed weight vector calculation results from one recognizor to

another. The "cascade" of information was thought to perhaps improve

the resolution and convergence of the recipient classifier. As the

subsets of training samples were usually disjoint, it was thought

that weight vector adjustments would be necessary for each classifier

and that no redundancy should result. The disapointing results are

detailed below.

POLL RESPONSE
TAKER
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Another approach was to use the training patterns as a measure

of the "level of performance" or guage for another. This was done

by presenting the other patterns as "unknowns" and requiring a

threshold level of identification, 70% for example. If this level

was not wet, further training was undertaken using ghe misclassified

patterns. It was recognized that such secondary methods could be of

an "equalizing" nature that is, by providing similar training infor-

mation to two or more component classifiers some redundancy might

result. It was felt, however, that the form of the pattern distri-

bution and the methods of selecting the particular secondary training

subset would obviate that problem. Project results indicate that

redundancy was not a problem and that the usefulness of this method

was governed by a pattern distribution's linear/non-linear separ-

ability and the relative sizes of the training subsets.

The most important training phase was "group" training of the

classifiers, for the response of the layer as a whole determined

final pattern classification. Again a threshold level of correct

responses, usually about 70-80% was called for. An entirely separate

training sample was used for this phase.

Those recognizers failing to attain the desired level were

retrained on a "nearest-to-correctness-taken-first," basis. The

rationale for this choice is that significant but rare patterns, or

events, such as those at distribution extremes, must not be over-

whelmed by predominant, or usual subsets of the data! Thus strong

categorization responses were not to be leveled whenever encountered,
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even those occasionally incorrect. As long as the overall level of

correct responses was achieved, such responses were tolerated. They

were reconsidered during interlayer evaluation when the recognizers'

overall performances during all phases of training were available.

The interlayer flow of information and the numerous experiments

using the various training patterns, are both discussed below.

Layers and Their Communication

During the training phases of the component pattern recognizers,

the concept of "class membership" is developed in the form of weight

vectors. By use of training pattern sets and iterative adjustment

methods the vectors are made to reflect the characteristics of a

class, namely those that account for the similarity of its members.

The vectors are used to transform input pattern data so that simi-

larities to the classes can be measured. As indicated, the scalar

magnitudes of the weight and pattern vectors' dot products are used

as measures of similarity. These are the quantities we wish to refine.

These, then, are the activities of each component pattern

classifier. Their respective outputs are similarity measures of

candidate pattern vectors as measured against past-training experience.

Because they are exposed to different training patterns, the responses

of the classifiers can hardly be expected to be uniform but the

level of success does reflect training effectiveness and the pattern

recognition capabilities of the machine.
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The learning flow is:

1. The original training patterns are input to a layer:

a) For each recognizer and its training set, the S1 and

S
2
discriminant functions are calculated. If pattern X.

is misclassified, the weight vectors are adjusted

W. = W. + CX..
1 1 -

b) The process is repeated until linear separation is

achieved or until the iteration limit is exceeded and

a "best possible" solution results.

c) When training is completed, the training pattern sets are

judged by the group of classifiers, the accuracy of each

classifier is calculated.

d) The "unknown" pattern vectors are input and judged by the

trained machine.

e) Both training and unknown patterns are gathered to form

the input file for the next layer of the machine.

This procedure is followed by each layer until a final "vote" layer

is reached. It outputs its decisions about training and unknown

patterns to the user. Now we shall discuss layer linkage.

We wish to layer the P.W.L. machine to use and refine the infor-

mation each layer gains, if that is possible. Because each layer

transforms its input training and unknown patterns into output comp-

rised of the votes of the layer's recognizers, and because we have
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knowledge about which are the training patterns at any level we can

try to improve correct judgements and correct incorrect judgements

throughout the system. We wish to, "accentuate the positive and

de-emphasize the negative".

To achieve this, we place a reward/penalty link between the

output of one layer and the input of the next. The scalar magnitudes

of the correctly judging pattern classifiers are allowed to remain

relatively large while the output votes of poor recognizers is dimin-

ished. We shall indicate that a tendancy for improvement exists in

simple links but we hoped to devise one that led to stable, convergent

behavior, that is, refine the correct judgements at all layers.

A linear link was thought to be too egalitarian in its reward/

penalty assessment. Furthermore such a system could be reduced to a

one step system for it performed only linear combinations.

Intuitively, the link should use the accuracy of each component

and retain as much pattern information as possible.

Note that to eliminate the possibility of unbounded growth of

the weight and pattern dot products, the scalar magnitudes must be

normalized in some manner. For example, the square root of the sum

of the squares of the weight vector components could be constrained

to be less than or equal to unity. A much simpler alternative is

to include normalization in the layer linkage. This latter method

was chosen. Although we want a good reward/penalty system, we also

do not want to overwhelm intermediate "less strong" responses!

Should these be greatly penalized, any information would be perman-
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ently lost. Such leakage is definitely undesirable and detrimental

to any learning process. We do not want layers to be oblivious to

pattern information for then as one proceeds through the layers, the

responses do just become self reinforcing and dogmatic not discrim-

inating. For these reasons a nonlinear linkage of the following

type was chosen for investigation. The process is:

(a) The output of the component pattern classifiers is

collected and put in pattern vector form.

(b) For "known" data, the transformed vector, our new

pattern vector, is multiplied by a vector reflecting the

percentage of correctness of each component classifier

in the category in question. Recall that we are dealing

with two categories and have two discriminant functions

and two levels of performance for each component classi-

fier.

(c) For "unknown" data, a threshold logic or majority logic

decision is made. The decisions of the classifiers are

taken to be votes. That is, the signs of these scalar

outputs are indicators of the class each recognizer

believed the pattern to be in. When the vote has been

completed, the pattern is modified by multiplication with

the "performande" vector.

(d) The reward/penalty system varied. The two most often

used in testing modified the pattern vector as follows

= {Ti(X) * Pi / (1 +ITi(5-01)
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or =
{Ti(X)2

* Pi / (1 + Ti(702) * Sign(1, Ti(X) ) }

where I?i is the percentage correct factor of the ith

classifier and i = 1, 2,.... number of classifiers.

Each T.(X) is the vote and similarity measure output of

th
the in response to the pattern T.
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CHAPTER IV

First Experiments with the Pattern Classifier

Because the layered, piecewise-linear pattern recognizer is a

rather unusual discriminator and rarely even alluded to in the liter-

ature, little information is available regarding its performance.

Therefore, the series of experiments undertaken to determine their

performance ranged from basic, linearly separable to the expected

more complex distributions. Parameters being investigated included:

(a) the effects of and usefullness of layering; (b) suitable methods

of evaluating a layer's performance; (c) methods for choosing an

appropriate number of component classifiers; (d) methods of training;

(e) size of training samples; (f) information as to what level of

performance can be expected from such a device and ideas for possible

future development.

The first experiment attempted to determine whether any tendency

for classification improvement could be seen if the output of a

piecewise-linear machine were simply recycled as its next input. Here,

we are only making linear combinations of the output of one layer

and, a posteriori, the iteration is reducible to a one pass device.

However, the results reflect the strength of training of the component

classifiers and if this is useful in an iterative procedure, we have

a property we may try to maximize.

The data used for the experiment is a two-category, non-linear

distribution suggested in Kaminuma and Watanabe (8) as a good perform-
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ance test. It is composed of X, Y and an augmenting component defined

equal to unity. In both sections below, seven recognizers and eight

disjoint training pattern sets were used: One set composed of three

patterns per category for each recognizer and one set of five patterns

per category for "group" training.

The results of experiment one, table one, indicated that such

an iteration improved discrimination and, of course, that such a

positive-feedback system could not achieve a stable, continually

improving solution. Seven component classifiers and five layers were

used.

Layer Errors Voting Strength

C- C+ Total 7:0 6:1 5:2 4:3

1 1 9 10 5 16 43 29

2 0 4 4 36 12 23 22

3 3 5 8 45 13 26 10

4 5 5 10 48 19 5 21

5 5 6 11 73 3 2 15

Table 1

Categories C- and C+ represent two pattern discriminations and the

signsofthediscriminantfunctionvalues that represent them.

The voting strength section indicates the level of agreement of the

classifiers. This aspect will be more completely discussed below.
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The decision surfaces implemented, are displayed in figure 7 .

In the second half of the above experiment, the first attempt

was made to modify te output vector according to the level of

correctness each component recognizer achieved in training. We note

that an overall level of performance is required of each component

and each layer of the machine. However, should the training sample

not be linearly separable only a specified number of attempts are

made to find a correct hyperplane. Thus, where Si is the discriminant

th
function output of the the pattern vectors for the

L+1
st

layer become

P
L+1

= {T.} = P.1 * (S..,....,S..)
3 13 13

i=1, number of component recognizers in the L
th

layer

j=1, number of patterns

th
where P.

1
represents the correctness of the

.

component. Now as

indicated at this point, "P" only represents a "percentage correct"

factor, again the iterative process was linear, could in the end have

been reduced to one step process but the effect of the correlation

was encouraging. The results are in table two.
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Layer Errors Voting Strength

C- C+ Total 7:0 6:1 5:2 4:3

1 1 9 10 5 16 43 29

2 0 2 2 40 20 22 11

3 0 3 3 82 6 2 3

4 0 4 4 79 10 4 0

5 0 4 4 92 1 0 0

Table 2

The decision surfaces are illustrated in figure 8.

After these encouraging results, two other training methods

were investigated. The first attempted to pass hyperplane infor-

mation from one recognizer to another, that is, the final weight

vectors of one became the "first guess" for the next. It was hoped

that the error correction iteration could be shortened and better

efficiency and accuracy obtained.

Tests were made using the well known Fisher, Iris data (9).

The data consists of fifty petal and sepal length and width measure-

ments of the Iris versicolor and Iris Virginis. Using all data,

Fischer determined a linear solution making only two mistakes. Thus,

accurate results could be expected.

Project tests utilized 45 to 50% of the data for training, the

remainder was only judged by the trained machine and used as a yard-

stick for success.
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The results of passing information were quite disappointing.

Performance was not improved, instead a redundancy resulted in

component recognizers. Instead of providing a first guess hyperplane,

the process provided decision surfaces that covered successive

training samples entirely. Hence, the worst encompassing hyperplane

was passed from one recognizer to the next. Intuitively, the result

may not seem surprising, indeed for compact, convex pattern distri-

butions the reader may well have expected it. As the redundancy

represented a considerable loss of information, this mode of training

was discontinued. Some of the results are presented in table three.

The emphatic nature of the voting indicates that prospects for

correction were bleak, indeed.

Run Errors Voting Strength

C- C+ Total 3:0 1:2 -

1 1 10 11 53 7

2 5 0 5 57 3

3 1 7 8 40 20

Table 3

In all cases, three recognizers were used, their and the group

training sample consisted of five patterns per category, thus twenty

of fifty were used.

Two additional tests without this feature were made. The first

involved three recognizers and individual and group training patterns
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consisting of five per category. The second used five classifiers

and smaller individual training sets of four patterns per category and

again five per category for recognizer training in group response

form. The same twenty of fifty patterns were used for training. The

results are in table four.

Run Errors Voting Strength

C- Total 5:0 4:1 3:2 3:0 2:1

1 1 3 4 27 13 10 --

2 3 0 3 -- -- 27 33

Table 4

The performance to this point is shown in figure 18A, page 39.

These first experiments show that learning improvement was

possible from layer to layer and that an "accuracy of components"

link between layer was worthwhile for investigation.
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CHAPTER V

Basic Performance Experiments

The performance of the layer as a whole and of each component

recognizer was investigated. It was important to try to detect any

inherent flaws or instabilities before proceding to more complex, and

expensive, experiments where their origin might well be difficult to

trace.

The hyperplanes of each component recognizer and the decision

surface of the layer were used guage accuracy and solution stability

for each layer and the whole layered P.W.L. machine

The basic forms of the test distributions were suggested in

Kaminuma and Watanabe (10).

Experiment One. We are here attempting to determine the degree of

sensitivity of the component recognizers. Two well defined, two-

dimensional distributions were augmented and encoded in

(x.,y.,1.0) ordered triplet form. The resulting pattern data was

physically shuffled, like a deck of playing cards, and training

pattern subsets were then randomly chosen. These, and a group

training set were used in the computer run. To determine the

co-ordinates of the resulting hyperplanes, a grid of "unknown"

patterns was included for judgement by the trained machine. This

process was repeated three times. In all three cases, seven component

recognizers were used. The individual and group training sets were
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composed of three and five patterns respectively, there were no errors

made. The results are presented in table 5 below. Figures 9 ,

10 and 11 depict the seven hyperplanes determined by the recog-

nizers during test runs one, two and three, respectively.

Vote Run 1 Run 2 Run 3

Pattern Grid Pattern Grid Pattern Grid

7:0 42 16 44 16 40 16

6:1 10 14 4 8 5 13

5:2 0 2 4 10 2 2

4:3 0 4 0 2 0 5

Total 52 36 52 36 52 36

Errors 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 5

The composite, or machine, hyperplanes are illustrated in

figure 12.

As hoped for, no errors were made. The distributions were

separated correctly. The differing hyperplanes of each recognizer

show the results of their different training backgrounds. Clearly,

the training pattern neighborhoods were different and led to differing

"opinions" as to the shapes and positions of the distributions. The

scatter of the three patterns per training set, it seems was not

sufficient for accurate hyperplane determination.
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Experiment Two. To determine the stability of a successful decision

surface, test two of experiment one was repeated with a three layer

machine. Data was arranged as before. The results appear in table 6 .

The graphs of hyperplanes determined by each layer are shown in

Vote Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3

Pattern Grid Pattern Grid Pattern Grid

7:0 44 16 52 34 86 34

6:1 4 8 0 1 0 2

5:2 4 10 0. 1 0 0

4:3 0 2 0 0 0 0

Total 52 36 52 36 52 36

Errors 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 6

figure 13 while figure 14 depicts the the second layer's stability

and similarity in its component hyperplanes.

The stability of the solution was encouraging. Furthermore, the

convergence of the quite different hyperplanes of layer one to the

stable and very similar group, figure 14, indicated that an orderly

process of "refinement" of the recognizers ideas about the pattern

distributions was occurring!
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Experiment Three. In these tests, symmetric and asymmetric pattern

distributions were used to indicate the sensitivity of the recognizers

and the layers, to shifts in one distribution or the other. Some

shifting of hyperplanes was expected. In experiment two, shifts due

to training pattern changes were illustrated, here, shifts due to

small pattern perturbations were being tested. Variation due to

training sample differences were thought to be the major contributor

to resulting hyperplanes and only small shifting was expected,

therefore.

Again, seven classifiers were used, the individual and group

training sets were comprised of three and five patterns respectively.

The results are given in table 7 below. Figure 15 depicts the

three resulting decision surfaces and figure 16, 17, and 18 illustrate

the individual component recognizer hyperplanes.

Vote Run 1 (B0) Run 2 (B-) Run 3 (B+)

Pattern Grid Pattern Grid Pattern Grid

7:0 42 5 37 2 51 31

6:1 5 20 15 17 1 0

5:2 4 7 0 9 0 9

4:3 1 5 0 13 0 1

Total 52 37 52 41 52 41

Errors 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 7

Again, the patterns were successfully separated. The different
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component hyperplanes again clearly show the effects of training

pattern variations. The data sequence was the same in all three runs,

the only differences were in the addition or subtraction of the delta,

x and y shift factor.

The stability of the solution indicates that small shifts are

tolerated. This is important information because as we proceed

through our layer system later, the reward/penalty system may have the

effect of small shifts. We do not want to go awry just because of

this operation for it is of importance to the project method.

We have included component voting data because:

(a) It reflects the change in components' ideas about the

pattern distribution.

(b) It indicates whether or not a convergence of opinions exists.

(c) The votes reflect the degree of similarity that classi-

fiers assign to each pattern. As this changes, so does

the performance of the system.

(d) The level of agreement becomes a measure of training

effectiveness.

(e) The votes of one layer's components become the input of

the next layer. It is important to see how the pattern

variations are changing, and how the reward/penalty system

affects them.

Should voting strength be greatly variable or decrease and indicate

confusion is increasing as we go from layer to layer, then the link

between the layers must be modified to correct this. Should strength
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increase but overall layer and system pattern recognition decrease,

then the link between layers is destroying pattern and vote-difference

results and must also be modified.

Throughout the experiments, the voting results were of great

importance.

Experiment Four. After the P.W.L. machine design had been shown

reliable and promising in the basic tests, we again returned to the

Fisher "flower data." The patterns were comprised of four variables:

sepal and petal length and width for the Iris Virginis and Iris Versi-

color. The data is well known and has been often used in pattern

recognition experiments. Fisher, using the entire data set of fifty

patterns per class, determined a linear solution making but two errors.

The three experiments that we have chosen to describe, involved

the three types of layer connecting functions, one linear, two non-

linear; only the first twenty-six data items from each class were used.

In all three tests, seven component classifiers were used, each

receiving a training set comprised of three patterns, while the group

training sample consisted of five patterns.

In the first test, the linkage between the layers of the

piecewise-linear machine was simply linear. The votes of each classi-

fier were weighted according to the accuracy each displayed during its

training phase, then gathered to form the new pattern vector for input

to the next layer. The results of the experiment are described in the

following table.
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LAyEz
&kPCES VOTING, STE tOe TH. Peconey cm-660015

C- C-t- 7:0 L-,1 6:2 4:3 ifilr'Efe I 2 t 3 4

I I 3 Wo /9 s i o
,646, 1 0 1.0 1,0 C-

1.0 1.0 1,0 i 0 Ci-

2. 9q 1 o 0 /0 i D '.0 10 C--

.q23 1.0 1.0 1.0 C+

3 I 1 /00 o 1'0 /.0 1.0 1,0 &
,1 1,0 1.0 t.c ci

/00 o o ;70 1,0 1.0 1,0e-

1.0 1.0 fo 1.0 04

TABLE 5

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 e*""

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Ci-

hp 1,0 1.0 1.0 C-

'02 /.0 1.0 1.0 C-1-

tee5 /to 1.0 LOC-

/10 1.0 /.0 1.0 C+
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This experiment was run fairly early in the program testing phase.

The accurate stable results were encouraging and led to the following

nonlinear tests. Here, the layer connection was modified to this

nonlinear form:

= {P * T2i(T.)/1 +T2i(T) ) * Sign (1, Ti(T) ) }

The results are listed in the table below.

LAYEk
EleRces VOTING STieeNGT ii riccuiepey cArroGoiey
a- C-f- 70 6:1 62 4:3 LAw'el 2 i 3 44

1 1 2. Wo iq 5 i 0
,8401 1,0 tio 1,0C-

1,0 1,o 1,0 1,0C -i-

2 1 2 93 7 0 0
I 1,0 1.0 LO i3OC-
923 1.0 1.0 1,0C4-

1 2. 100 0 0 0
/#0 1,0 1.o C-

q162. Lo i LoCi-.

4 I 2. loo o o
,2614 1,0 1,0 1,0 C-

ho /.0 1.0 C+

-TABLE 9
140 1.0 1.0 1.0 C.-

I. o. 1.0 1,0 1,0C+

1,0 Ix 1tO 1,0 C-

,6q21 1.0 1,0 10 CI-

,SEI 1.0 1.0 1,0 C-

1.0 423 140 1,0 C4-
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Again the results were encouraging.

In the third test run, the pattern vectors were composed as

follows from the i=1,...,7 recognizers:

X = {Pi * Ti(T)/(1+1Ti(T) I) }

bA gee.
eteoeS VDT I N6 STQOUCA-H ilee U P=IC.4) CSTEGvey

C- C+ ri; 0 &:I 5;2 t 4:3 1-4i&-e 1 2

I 2 I C5 22 6 s h° Ito c-
577 4308 C-f

2 1 1 SO it 24 0 1ser) e4'
b cho /.0 c+

_ iek2 ,162 C-
'805 ,%2 C+-

____ /,(09 )962 C-
IS() i9K.i C4-

TABLE IC)
iso ,q62 c--" 1%2 CA-

'q23 ,962 ! C-
B4lo iga C-1-

.8147 /, 0 C-
1.0 ,923
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The results show a quick convergence to a two error performance.

The strong votes indicate that each recognizer had good category

discriminating weight vectors and was well trained. The improvements

from layer to layer are excellent results when taken together with

vote strength and stability. The increase of vote strength reflects

the penalty/reward link between the layers. That all three types of

links worked well indicates that the problem is not all that difficult

and perhaps, that the idea is good.

We note that as voting strength increases sharply, the machines

ability to weed out mistakes will almost certainly fall. Further

tests will deal with this aspect.

As for the two errors made(c.f. tables 8 and 10) they are both

the thirty fourth data items in the data list Fisher gives. It

tempts one to think that perhaps a mistake occurred on his part.

These two patterns were misclassified in every test run that was made

with this data

In his work, Fisher used all fifty data items per category for

solution determination. We used at most fifty two percent.

Experiment Five. Nonlinear pattern distributions were used for a

series of tests of performance of the layers, stability of their

solutions and voting patterns, and the performance of the layer links.

Numerous runs were made with this concentric, half disc data. The

following five tables give results characteristic of all runs and are

the basis for our evaluation.
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Tests shown in tables 11 to 14 used three recognizers for

three layers, training data was four patterns per category per recog-

nizer and five per category for group training. For table 15, we

used seven recognizers for five layers, three patterns per category

comprised the training sets, again five per category for group

training. The figures illustrating the results of these tables are

20, 19, 21 and 22 respectively. A distribution like that of figure

20 generated table 15 results, no illustration accompanies this table.

Where before results had been encouraging, we now encounter

some mixed results and indications that the layering system though

improving at first seems unable to stay at good or improving status

for all distributions.

Tables 14 and 15 show improvement and stability for their

results. Inspecting the voting records of the classifiers, we see

that those of table 15 are becoming unanimous, indicating that stabil-

ity is achieved. Those of table 14 have not, in three layers, quite

achieved such unanimity but overall percentages of accuracy are stable

and one can expect that good performance continue.

Similar patterns of improvement also exist in the other tests,

but, unfortunately, only for the second layer. Thereafter, perform-

ance worsens, indicating that the penalty/reward link between the

layers could not keep the good solution. Several other tests were

made as well and this pattern was evident in them as well. In the

nonlinear data of experiment six this recurs again. It must be

concluded that a weakness exists in the project machine and that good
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T A B L E 1 t

TABLE l2

TABLE 13
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solutions for nonlinear pattern distributions when achieved are

generally not stable. Although one could simply stop calculations and

iterations at the first sign of worsening performance and take the

best solution achieved, one would much rather know the cause and, if

possible,correct the instability. Unfortunately, all layer links

used displayed the same results and so offered no help. It is not

clear where information is being lost or where, or whether or not,

confusion arises by some other way.

From the tables, we see that in layer one, some initial mistakes

exist in both classes. As we progress, improvements result but when

errors again appear, they do so only in class C+. Glancing at the

shapes and relative scalar sizes and noting that the scalar magnitudes

of the votes for the patterns in the two classes also show a size

bias in favor of C+ may hint that such a difference results in a

tendency for, or discrimination against a category. (We scale votes:

-1<y<)., keeping relative sizes intact.)

Another possibility lies in the inability of the component

recognizers to linearly separate their training patterns in all cases.

Because the distribution is nonlinear, in many cases, the components

could only obtain a "best available" solution. It is clear from the

results that their performance was quite good anyway, but perhaps

their training problems also were magnified until they affected

performance in the higher layers.

The reasons were not clear and require further investigation

and modification of the P.W.L. machine. That performance did improve
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in the first two and occasionally more layers is still encouraging.

Experiment Six. Here we again deal with a test distribution suggested

by Watanabe and Kaminuma. The patterns are composed of two disjoint,

unconnected subsets and so distributed as to be non-linearly separ-

able; the patterns themselves are two dimensional. In their tests,

the above authors augmented the pattern (x,y) ordered pairs with the

following additional information: (x, y, xy, x
2
, y

2
) resulting in

a five dimensional pattern. This was also done in the first test

with the P.W.L. machine. The usual augmenting component defined to

be equal to unity was used as well. The results were quite satis-

factory and are depicted in figure 24 and table 16 below.
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Note that the voting is divided into segments pertaining to the

"P" pattern points and "G" grid points. The levels of accuracy of

the three pattern classifiers in both categories are included as well.

In the second half of the experiment, the author simply reduced

pattern vectors to ordered triplet form: (x, y, 1.0) feeling that the

P.W.L. should be capable of achieving a solution. The results were

satisfactory, certainly an improvement of the Kaminuma and Watanabe

results but were not as stable as expected. Presumably one could

have terminated the iteration when the no-error level had been

attained. The results are depicted in figure 25 and table 17 below.
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In both test cases, three recognizer components were used.

Their training pattern sets consisted of only three patterns while

the group training set contained five. In all, only seven points

were utilized to characterize each of the four pattern clusters.

The experiments show that the project machine can separate

such nonlinear, clustered distributions. The second test does so with

only two variables where Kaminuma and Watanabe used five and seems to

be more powerful than expected.

The problem of answer stability is, however, again shown. Even

though layer two achieved perfect separation, the third layer made

two mistakes and its weakened voting strength may indicate that

confusion would increase in higher layering. It seems that the link

between the layers must be improved.
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CHAPTER VI

Training Convergence Difficulties

Throughout the project, the training sample sets were chosen in

a random way from the body of "known" data. When the pattern/distri-

butions were linearly seperable, convergence of the pattern discrim-

inators at all layers was quick and trouble free. When non-convex

distributions were tested, the random selection process led to sample

subsets that were themselves non-convex. In these cases, the linear

recognition components could not successfully iterate to a solution

hyperplane. Instead, after the allotted number of iterations, an

approximating plane resulted. This was often the case in the

"concentric half circle tests." Although one might expect such

occurances to degrade the performance, rather good discrimination

capabilities were developed instead.

The author did, however, consider the addition of a "smoothing

function" to damp decision surface oscillations as much as possible.

Classifiers using an iterative error correction procedure will exhibit

an oscillatory behavior when they encounter an insoluble problem.

The components, here, would not undergo wild oscillations, for the

number of corrections is used to scale vector magnitudes and damp

oscillations.

It is suggested by N. M. Frew et al (11) that the periodic

evaluation of a function based on the following quantity
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NE (SK - Sk)/N

n=1

gives good results. Here N is the total number of patterns in the

training set; in general, K represents the category of the pattern

"n" and St is the largest descriminant function among Si,VK. In our

case, K and Q are 1 and 2 or 2 and 1 respectively. If a pattern "n"

is correctly classified, the descriminant functions will contribute

a positive term to the sum, otherwise, the term will be negative.

Frew indicates that no rigorous argument for the use of this quantity

can be offered but that it has been found empirically to reflect oscil-

lations in the decision surface. The actual form suggested is:

N
1

P
t

= 17 P
t-1

)1: (S
K

S )/N

n=1

This function was evaluated during the group training phase of

two experiments with the Fisher flower data, those particular tests

involving numerous iterations. The time constant, T, was chosen

equal to unity so that all variations could be observed. As our

convergence procedure during group training of the classifiers

requires that all judge a pattern vector, the sum in the above

function is over the 2, pairs of discriminant functions, of a layer;

recall that we have on S
t
per category. Thus,

N

P
t

= P + > (W -X - W2 Xn)+(W2-Xn - IhiXn)/ /2N
Pt -1 , 1 n

4 1 4. 1 1 2 71 2

n=1

i = 1, number of classifiers
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Note that we have N patterns per category and hence 2N per training

sample. The results are presented below.

ITCkPID ON TIME
-TEST I TEST 2.

--,-,
t"-t_ --/ -Pt. II-1 1)t

I 1 0 1.000 3 1, ODD

2 1 1.000 1. I D3 1,000 1. 1 oo

3 I 1,103 1.204 hioo /,1,E30

4 1.204 t, 304 1, /FU 1, 2.90

5 / 1.304 1,1405 1,12?)0 1,590

TABL-E 18

A simple criterion for training alteration is

P > a p
t t-1

Pt < a
Pt -1

no alteration

change required.

where a is a positive fraction, 0<a<1: The time and a parameters

determine the sensitivity of the function to changes in the decision

surface and are adjusted experimentally. A clearer understanding is

gained by noting that Pt and Pt represent the dot products of the

weight and pattern vectors before and after a correction iteration.

If the separation ability of the recognizer is improving, one would

expect more positive terms or larger contributions to Pt than to

Pt-1.
That is, one expects a degree of growth in P. We illustrate

this more clearly in figure 23.
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Should the correction procedure fail, more negative terms

would enter the sum as pattern vectors were unclassified. Initially,

the seeming lack of stability of the layered project machine seemed

to suggest that this approach be further investigated. However, the

important point is the action to be taken when instability is detected.

One might attempt to subdivide the training sample and add additional

linear classifiers to the machine, discard the sample, increase the

number of categories, or switch to non-linear methods altogether.

These alternate methods will, then, modify the presently rather
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simple structure of the P.W.L., perhaps changing its two category

nature altogether and making it considerably more complex. Only an

overall poor performance on the part of the layered, P.W.L. machine

would warrant such modifications.

The convergence graphs of figure 23 and tabularized P-function

values indicate that even without the guidance of such a smoothing

function, decision surface oscillations are well behaved under

fairly difficult circumstances. It was felt that addition of the P

function would not markedly improve system performance at this time

and its investigation was left for a future improvement effort.
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CHAPTER VII

Conclusions

A layered, piecewise-linear pattern recognizer was designed

and implemented in computer program form. The performance was

investigated by experimenting with simple, linearly seperable pattern

data, to determine its basic behavior and check for obvious design

flaws. The device performed in an accurate stable manner, the voting

of the component recognizers proceding towards unanimity and a stable

decision surface in the successive layers.

Subsequently, nonlinear test patterns were used. Tests indi-

cated the existence of a self correcting property in the layering and

two additional training modes, other than the basic weight vector

iterative correction were tested. The attempt to pass hyperplane

from one component recognizer to the next failed as a too encompassing

surface and redundant voting pattern emerged. The second method

passed each training sample to two recognizers, thus, each had a

unique training set and access to one shared pattern. No redundancy

was encountered and exposure of the recognizers to more variations in

the data helped speed decisions in some cases. The final results were

inconclusive for the method offered no clear cut improvement and

cannot be generally recommended.

Further testing indicated that the nonlinear reward/penalty

system between the layers resulted in improved performance,'however,

stable solutions to the nonlinear data used were not consistently
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achieved. Instead, after an initial improvement of the hyperplane

determined by the first layer, a loss of information or growth of

some perturbation resulted in worsening results. The reasons were

not clear from the tests that were carried out. Further study and

testing would be required to pin down the source of the problem. It

is believed that the performance that was achieved warrants such an

effort at a future date. The very good basic performance, achievement

of the two-error error level with Iris data and ability to separate

nonlinear pattern distributions are encouraging results.
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DATA SEQUENCE MIXING TEST RUNS. FRAME 2

1 a 6.5000000E 00

I
6.3700000E 00

- 6.2400000E DO

I
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1\
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1.1

6.1100000E 00
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5.9500000E 00
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5.5900000E 00
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I
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2 1 10/
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I
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I
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* I- I I I I I I- I I I CE 00 un
QD
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Y SCALE= 7.800E-01 UNITS/INCH Y MIN TO MAX OE. 00 6.500E 00
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CONCLATRIC hALF-DISCS. NON-LINEAR SEFEMABILITY TEST 1. FRAME 2
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